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full.

Today in luxury:

Chanel to halt use of exotic skins

No more croco for Coco. On the eve of its  pre-fall Metiers d'Art show here at the Met on Dec. 4, Chanel said it will
"no longer use exotic skins in our future creations," according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Valentino's plan to level up

Can the Italian label turn Pierpaolo Piccioli's  creative acclaim into commercial success and boost its  single-digit
growth? asks Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

"Yellow vest" protesters knock wind out of French business, economy
Three weeks of "yellow vest" protests have hit the French economy hard, with trade in shops, hotels and restaurants
falling significantly, Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire said on Dec. 3, per Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

German auto CEOs' planned US meeting draws European criticism

German car makers' plans to meet with U.S. officials in Washington on Dec. 4 drew intense criticism in Berlin and
Brussels, where concerns are growing that such talks could undermine trade negotiations, reports the Wall Street
Journal.
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Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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